Baumol and Bowen’s cost disease assumes that improvements in productivity in service industries such as higher education are almost guaranteed to reduce the quality of the service. Yet it is widely acknowledged that the traditional labor-intensive process of having every instructor design his or her own course is incredibly inefficient; what may be less obvious is that the traditional course design and delivery process is often ineffective as well. Carnegie Mellon’s Open Learning Initiative (OLI) courses are developed by teams composed of learning scientists, faculty content experts, human-computer interaction experts, and software engineers in order to make best use of multidisciplinary knowledge for designing effective instruction. OLI courses work. Results show that students who took OLI-Statistics, for example, learned a full semester’s worth of material in half as much time and performed as well or better than students in traditional courses. Further, there were no significant differences in retention between OLI students and traditional students in follow-up tests given one or more semesters later.
qualified labor to the goods sectors. However, in the services sectors, there are far fewer opportunities for technological advances to lead to increases in productivity. Hence, prices for the same level of service increase as they have in higher education and, likewise, lower-income consumers are priced out of those markets.

Baumol and Bowen identified the role played by labor as the fundamental difference between goods and services. In the production of goods, human labor is a means to the end of producing a commodity that the consumer purchases. Consumers have no concern for how labor is deployed to produce a quality product as long as they are able to purchase what they want at a price they are willing to pay. If the productiv-

In this passage, Baumol identifies the aspect of the cost disease analysis that most concerns us in this article: the assumption that improvements in productivity in service industries, like higher education, are almost guaranteed to reduce the quality of the service. Indeed, it can be argued that some of the comparatively small steps taken by higher education to increase productivity as a way to contain costs have reduced its quality. A widely used technique to increase instructional productivity has been to increase class sizes with concomitant attempts to mitigate the impact on quality through the use of recitation sections led by student teaching assistants and tutors. Introductory class sections at many universities are now lecture classes enrolling from 200 to more than 1,000 students. Anyone who has lectured to such a section knows that the number of students who have opportunities for meaningful interaction with the material in such a setting is extremely small, and that the quality of the interaction pales in comparison to the range of learning interventions that are possible in a freshman seminar with 15 to 20 students.

Baumol and Bowen seem to present higher education with an impossible dilemma with respect to increasing productivity by reducing the cost of instruction per student. On the one hand, increasing productivity in this sense will lower the quality of the education provided. On the other hand, if we do not increase productivity, the Baumol/Bowen’s cost disease guarantees that we will price quality education out of the reach of more and more people in the world. The analysis leads to the conclusion that maintaining quality dooms us to reducing access due to increasing costs.

A DEFEASIBLE DILEMMA FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

We believe that Baumol and Bowen’s dilemma is defeasible in higher education: that access to and the quality of higher education can be increased at the same time as we increase productivity. In his 1967 article, Baumol seemed pessimistic about technology making a significant difference in teaching. Unfortunately, the history of the use of educational technologies in higher education over the last three decades has justified much of his pessimism.

As work began on using computers as tutoring systems on mainframe computers in the 1960s, hopes were high that feedback-rich computer-based tutoring systems could both improve instruction and increase instructional productivity. There was no “complete revolution” as a result. But while progress in the use of computerized tutoring systems was much slower than many had hoped, there were successes. Notable among the successes were the intelligent tutoring systems, known as “Cognitive Tutors,” developed at Carnegie Mellon...
University and based on John Anderson and his colleagues’ theories of cognition. But the impact of these successes was limited by a number of factors. The scholars engaged in studying artificial intelligence, cognitive science, and tutoring systems were, properly, focused on research results, and not on products that would use those results to improve learning outcomes in colleges and universities. Resistance from educators to fundamental change necessary to bring to bear results from the emerging disciplines of learning sciences meant few saw the creation of products based on scientific methodologies as an attractive market to develop.

The advent of the personal computer, the Internet, and the World Wide Web led many to focus on delivery of traditional materials through these new channels as the key to using technology to address the problem of access. Many colleges and universities rushed to provide an “online presence” with little consideration of how online materials would be used to create an effective learning experience or how they would actually meet the skyrocketing world demand for quality education. Even today, many interested in finding ways that information technologies can be used to mitigate Baumol/Bowen’s cost disease seem to look for scaling solutions without seeking guidance from the learning sciences community about “what works” based on what we now know about how humans learn.

One current candidate for cost-effective scaling of instruction is recording every lecture and making them available as an educational resource to both matriculated students and the world at large. Surely providing 7x24 web access to lectures is a possible path for lowering the cost per student because more students can be provided the same service of listening to a lecture at only the incremental cost of recording and webcasting or podcasting the lecture. The problem is that technology is being used to scale the service of lecturing but that is not, ultimately, the service that needs to be scaled. Rather than the performance of the lecture, the service that needs to be scaled is the collection of activities that effectively change the knowledge state of the learner. All of our understanding about human learning throughout the last 20 years of learning science research tells us that learning is an active, not passive process. As Grant Wiggins said: “It’s not teaching that causes learning. Attempts by the learner to perform cause learning, dependent upon the quality of feedback and opportunities to use it.”

In reality, most colleges and universities are using class recordings under the assumption it will be a powerful additional tool for reviewing lectures. Whether students will use this tool in ways to improve their learning is, not surprisingly, dependent on whether they use it in ways that learning scientists have shown improve retention and understanding, namely as a source to enrich their interaction with the material through note taking.

OPEN LEARNING INITIATIVE: IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY

Carnegie Mellon University has been employing a different approach to produce technologies (course development, evaluation, and improvement methodologies and specific web-based learning interventions) that simultaneously improve productivity and the quality of instruction. Using intelligent tutoring systems, virtual laboratories, simulations, and frequent opportunities for assessment and feedback, the university’s Open Learning Initiative (OLI) builds learning environments that enact the kind of dynamic, flexible, and responsive instruction that fosters learning. Moreover, all student learning activities in OLI courses and labs are, with the student’s permission, digitally recorded in considerable detail to monitor student activity and capture data that informs further course revisions and improvements.

In the remainder of this article, we describe how OLI uses the web to deliver online instruction that instantiates course designs based on research from the learning sciences, and how data from student use of these courses contributes back to the underlying design principle or learning theory and facilitates a system of continuous improvement for the student, the instructor, the course designers, and for learning science. Throughout, we emphasize our belief that taking a scientifically based approach to course design and improvement has been and will continue to be key to creating instructional interventions that increase productivity without sacrificing quality.

OLI is an open educational resources project that began in 2002 with a grant from The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. Like many open educational resources projects, OLI makes its courses openly and freely available. However, OLI courses are much more than collections of material created by individual faculty to support traditional instruction. While OLI courses are often used by instructors to support classroom instruction, the goal of OLI has been to create courses that enact instruction, that is, they offer structure, information, activities, practice, and feedback—all arranged so that students can learn even if they do not have the benefit of an instructor or classmates.

We know that the traditional labor-intensive process of having every instructor design his or her own course is incredibly inefficient; what may be less obvious is that the traditional course design and delivery process is often ineffective. Translating scientific results from the learning sciences
into effective instruction requires significant design and assessment efforts. Such an effort by one faculty member for a single class is rare and, even when done, typically has an impact on comparatively few students. Such efforts made by a team for online virtual learning environments with the specific goal of creating virtual learning environments that can be used in standard introductory courses in various disciplines produces effective materials that can be used by many faculty and learners. Each OLI course is developed by a team composed of learning scientists, faculty content experts, human-computer interaction experts and software engineers in order to make best use of multidisciplinary knowledge for designing effective instruction.

OLI course development begins with a study of the teaching and learning challenges in the domain under development. The study includes literature reviews, reviews of existing artifacts of student learning, classroom observations, lab studies and/or classroom-based studies. The design team articulates a set of student-centered measurable learning objectives, then designs the instructional environment to support students to achieve the articulated objectives. The instructional activities include small amounts of explanatory text and many activities that capitalize on the computer’s capability to display digital images and simulations and promote interaction. Many of the courses include virtual lab environments that encourage flexible and authentic exploration and problem solving. OLI courses are guided by principles from current cognitive and learning theory, and each course attempts to genuinely reflect the core epistemic structure of the domain it represents. A hallmark of all OLI courses is the frequent opportunities for students to assess their own learning and receive context-specific and targeted feedback on their work.

OLI benefits from inheriting some of the best work done in the area of online tutoring by Carnegie Mellon and University of Pittsburgh faculty. Many OLI courses feature Cognitive Tutors and “mini-tutors” that give students feedback in the problem-solving context. A Cognitive Tutor is a computerized learning environment whose design is based on cognitive principles and whose interaction with students is based on that of a human tutor, that is, making comments when the student errs, answering questions about what to do next, and maintaining a low profile when the student is performing well. This approach differs from traditional computer aided instruction in that traditional instruction gives didactic feedback to students on their final answers, whereas the Cognitive Tutors and “mini-tutors” provide context-specific assistance during the problem-solving process.

FEEDBACK MECHANISMS IN OLI COURSES

In a mini-tutor from the OLI engineering statics course, the student is presented with a graphical representation of three force vectors and asked to give the direction and magnitude of the sum of the forces. If the student is unsure of the procedure for summing concurrent forces, the first hint provides a link which, when clicked, expands the tutor into the first set of steps needed to solve the problem. The tutor provides scaffolding hints and feedback to support the student to learn the steps of the procedure as needed. As the student works through each step of the problem, the hints and feedback given by the tutor change depending on which part of the exercise the student is attempting. There are multiple levels of hints for each sub-step: the student may continue to ask for hints by clicking the ‘get next hint’ link at the bottom of the hint window until the final hint that gives the answer for that sub-step and allows the student to continue working on the larger problem. The system tracks the student’s use of the scaffolding hints and feedback. When the student successfully completes the task after having used the scaffolding, the system suggests the student try another problem. A new problem statement, graphical representation, hints, feedback and answers are dynamically generated by the system. The student can work through the task multiple times, receiving a different problem each time, until he or she is confident about understanding the concept and has developed fluency with the procedure. The student is given virtually unlimited opportunities for supported practice.

One of the most powerful features of OLI learning environments is that they embed ongoing formative assessment and feedback not only in tutored problem solving but into virtually every instructional activity. In many domains digital learning environments are used to make features, processes and causal relationships visible to students in ways that are not possible in text books or in the traditional classroom. However, often when students are provided with such simulations created by the instructors or by the textbook publishers, they do not engage sufficiently with the materials or the simulation does not provide sufficient support for the student to learn the target concept or skill from the engagement. In such activities, there is a risk that students will develop or strengthen incorrect or surface knowledge, and/or create or strengthen inappropriate connections among concepts. Students need sufficient support so that they do not discover, practice and encode incorrect or surface knowledge. In OLI courses, learners experiment with the parameters and see the effects of their experimentation in interactive guided simulations into which assessments are embedded. Students are asked questions and prompted to reflect on their observations as they explore animations and
simulations. They receive immediate feedback in two forms: directed observation of the causal interactions depicted by the simulations, and explanatory text in response to their answers. OLI Feedback to students includes corrections, suggestions and cues that are tailored to the individual's current performance, and encourages the student to revise and refine their performance. Many learning studies have shown that students’ learning improves and their understanding deepens when they are given timely and targeted feedback on their work.\textsuperscript{14} Regarding the timing and frequency of feedback, the best learning outcomes occur when feedback comes immediately after the students’ response but not before the student is ready to revise his or her understanding.\textsuperscript{15}

Evaluators internal and external to the project have conducted numerous studies of the effectiveness of OLI environments in supporting student learning. Several studies collected empirical evidence of the instructional effectiveness of the OLI courses in stand-alone mode, as compared to traditional instruction. In all cases, in-class exam scores showed no significant difference between students in the stand-alone OLI course and students in the traditional instructor-led course. In a study of the OLI logic course at a large state university,\textsuperscript{16} the OLI online-only students covered more material than the traditional students and there was no significant difference in performance between the two groups on exams. The most interesting result from this study is that attrition in the online course was almost non-existent, whereas the in-class condition had very high attrition (although at typical levels for this large, rigorous course at this institution). In the OLI online-only condition 84 students started the course and 83 students successfully completed it, showing a 99\% retention rate. In the traditional face-to-face condition, 259 students started the course and only 105 students successfully completed it, showing a 41\% successful completion rate. This result is important for two reasons: First, this differential attrition rate likely produces very significant performance biases in favor of the in-class condition on the final exam and yet the in-class condition did not perform better on the final exam. Second, it shows that another potential benefit of using OLI in the online-only mode is that it can significantly reduce attrition rates.

**COHERENCE AS AN ELEMENT OF OLI COURSE DESIGN**

The OLI environments are used not only to provide virtually unlimited supported practice to develop procedural fluency in problem solving but also to support students to build a conceptual structure of knowledge that is authentic to the domain.

Much of college level chemistry is often taught out of context as a set of abstract mathematical skills. Students employ learning strategies to solve typical textbook problems and perform well on traditional chemistry exams but often fail to see either the relationship between the mathematical procedures and the chemical phenomena those procedures represent, or the relationship between the chemical phenomena and the real world.

The OLI chemistry course is designed to address both of these educational challenges. It addresses the challenge of connecting the mathematical procedures used in chemistry to chemical phenomena by replacing traditional textbook problems with problems to be constructed and solved in the virtual chemistry lab. In the virtual chemistry lab, students are presented with unstructured problems that require flexible application of procedural knowledge. The course addresses the second challenge of connecting the procedures of chemistry to the real world by employing scenario-based learning. It situates the learning of chemistry in an authentic investigation that addresses questions that are significant to the domain of chemistry and to real world problems. The OLI Chemistry course unit on stoichiometry, for example, is situated in a real world problem of arsenic contamination of the water supply in Bangladesh. The course opens with a video that gives the student an overview of the real world problem, the distribution of arsenic in Bangladesh, and the health effects of arsenic poisoning, the difficulty of discouraging people from drinking the contaminated well water because it is clear and the arsenic is odorless, colorless and tasteless, and the need for inexpensive and easy ways to test the level of contamination in each well and remove a sufficient amount of arsenic from the water to make it safe to drink.
The system collects data as the students work, and automatically analyzes and organizes the data to present the instructor with the students’ current “knowledge state.” The instructor reviews the information and adapts instruction accordingly.

Following the video, the student engages in a process designed to solve the problem as a chemist would. At each step of exploring a solution to the arsenic contamination problem, the student is introduced to and practices one of the target stoichiometric concepts or skills. For example, in the very first step, determining the level of arsenic contamination in a sample of well water, the student uses the Chemistry Virtual Lab to analyze a well water sample and compare the level of arsenic found in the sample to the acceptable levels set by the World Health Organization (WHO). The challenge the student confronts is that virtual lab experiment gives them the concentration of arsenic in units of moles/liter. The WHO gives its safety standard as 10 micrograms of arsenic per liter. The student must be able to convert the results from the lab to evaluate the concentration of elemental arsenic in units of micrograms per liter. In order to evaluate the safety of the water, the student must understand the concept of the mole and apply dimensional analysis, composition stoichiometry and solution stoichiometry. If the student does not already understand these concepts or can’t demonstrate mastery of these procedures in the context of solving the problem, he or she is directed into an instructional sequence that includes demonstrations, worked examples, and mini-tutors.

An analysis of the data logs of student use from a study conducted on the OLI stoichiometry course revealed that the number of engaged actions with the Virtual Lab is strongly correlated with success: The degree of interaction explains about 48% of the variation observed in the post-test scores for students taking OLI. The number of interactions with the Virtual Lab outweighed all other factors, including gender and SAT score, as the predictor of positive learning outcome.19

ASSESSMENT OF OLI COURSE EFFECTIVENESS

The initial motivation of the OLI was to develop exemplars of high quality, online courses that support individual learners in achieving the same learning goals as students enrolled in similar courses at Carnegie Mellon University. Although originally designed to support individual learners, OLI courses are increasingly used by instructors inside and outside of Carnegie Mellon to complement their instructor-led courses and address the challenges they confront due to the increasing variability in their students’ background knowledge, relevant skills, and future goals.

Creating an effective feedback loop to instructors using the OLI courses is an ongoing area of investigation. The process of using an OLI course to support the classroom goes something like this: The instructor assigns students to work through a segment of the OLI course. The system collects data as the students work, and automatically analyzes and organizes the data to present the instructor with the students’ current “knowledge state.” The instructor reviews the information and adapts instruction accordingly. The richness of the data collected about student use and learning provides an unprecedented opportunity for keeping instructors in tune with the many aspects of students’ learning.

ROBUST LEARNING OUTCOMES, HALF THE CLASS TIME: EXPERIMENTS WITH THE OLI STATISTICS COURSE

OLI evaluation efforts have investigated OLI courses’ effectiveness not only in stand-alone mode, but also in an instructor-led “accelerated learning” mode. This type of study owes its origins to Ben Bloom’s mastery learning concept and the subsequent accelerated schools program. The most common dependent measure used in such studies is time, i.e. the time it takes a learner to complete a particular amount of material, with proper assessment of equivalent learning outcomes. In these studies of OLI courses, we have demonstrated accelerated learning by showing that a learner can complete a semester-long course in significantly less than a semester and/or that a learner can complete significantly more than a semester’s worth of material within a semester’s time.

Results showed that OLI-Statistics students learned a full semester’s worth of material in half as much time and performed as well or better than students in traditional instruction.

Two studies conducted at Carnegie Mellon tested whether learners using the OLI course in hybrid mode—that is, students meeting with instructors regularly, but less frequently than in traditional courses, while also using the online modules and assignments of OLI-Statistics—would learn the same amount of material in a significantly shorter time than students in traditional class formats. Results exceeded expectations: OLI-Statistics students completed the course in 8 weeks with 2 class meeting per week, while traditional students completed the course in 15 weeks with 4 class meetings per week. Significantly, student logs showed that the OLI students spent no more total time studying statistics outside of class than the traditional students. Yet the OLI students demonstrated
as good or better learning outcomes than the traditional students. Further, there was no significant difference in retention between OLI students and traditional students in tests given 1+ semesters later. Usually, that kind of effectiveness or efficiency effect would be expected only as the result of individualized, human-tutored instruction. And yet in this case, students who met for less than two hours of class per week demonstrated phenomenal performance.

Why does this hybrid approach work so well? The accelerated OLI-Statistics students used their out-of-class time much more effectively and attended their class meetings much better prepared than traditional students. As opposed to skimming (or skipping) the reading before a traditional lecture or floundering through homework, these accelerated students prepared for class by actively engaging with the material and receiving targeted and timely feedback as they needed it. As a result, students came to class ready to make best use of their time with the instructor.

Equally significant, the instructor came to class better prepared to teach. Thanks to OLI’s automatically generated instructor reports, the instructor was able to access reports on student progress and performance. With this information in hand, the selected discussion topics and example problems targeted the topics with which the students were struggling. Class time was spent with students actively engaged in working on the material that was most likely to need more supported practice or a novel explanation from the instructor. The faculty member who led the course reported that it was one of the most satisfying experiences he had had in his 15 years of teaching.

It is this combination of focused preparation by both the students and the instructor—informed by real-time feedback loops in well-designed learning environments—that underpins the success of the accelerated hybrid mode. The potential for addressing the Baumol/Bowen’s cost disease should also be clear: under the condition tested, a professor can teach what is now a year-long sequence of introductory statistics in one semester, with roughly one-half the amount of time commitment to class meetings and other forms of in-person student support.

The student log data is also used to evaluate and iteratively refine parts of the OLI course. For example, by examining the data from students working through the Causal and Statistical Reasoning course, the development team observed that students were engaging in all of the learning activities but still failed on a target skill of “building causal response structures.” The team constructed six additional learning activities and mini-tutors designed to support students’ understanding and increase their practice of this target skill. The following semester the team analyzed the student data again to confirm that students were using the new activities, and that those activities resulted in the students learning the target skill.

Some OLI courses also serve as part of the research environment for the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center (PSLC). In 2004, the National Science Foundation funded the PSLC, one of the two NSF-funded national centers that study the nature of human learning. The PSLC dramatically increases the ease and speed with which learning researchers can create the rigorous, theory-based experiments that pave the way for an understanding of robust learning. The PSLC makes use of advanced technologies to facilitate the design of experiments that combine the realism of classroom field studies and the rigor of controlled theory-based laboratory studies. Learning researchers affiliated with the PSLC embed experimental manipulations in OLI courses to test specific learning theories. The researchers then analyze the data collected by the OLI logging service using the PSLC “Datashop” tools. The PSLC Datashop has created a number of tools specifically designed to generate meaningful displays of student learning data. OLI Learning environments build on what is known about learning and also serve as a platform in which new knowledge about human learning can be developed and further refined.

CONCLUSION

OLI is much more than a technology. It is a set of strategies for course design, development, delivery and evaluation. OLI development teams use learning science research results to inform course design and use learning science research methods both to unpack the cognitive tasks associated with learning and to design appropriate instructional interventions. OLI courses instantiate the research and hold the collective memory of what works and what doesn’t work, so that time and resources are well-spent on refinement rather than wasted on reinventing existing successes or failures. OLI collects data to provide feedback loops to students, instructors, and course design teams, and supports the implementation of learning science for continuous evidence-based improvement.

Baumol said: “Without a complete revolution in our approach to teaching there is no prospect that we can ever go beyond (current) levels [of productivity] (or even up to them) with any degree of equanimity.”

We believe that, using OLI strategies to develop, assess, deliver, and iteratively improve courses, we have in place the key elements to the revolution Baumol sought. This revolution will allow us to disrupt the Baumol/Bowen effect and make higher education less expensive and more accessible without sacrificing quality.
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